Controlled release of Rituximab from gold nanoparticles for phototherapy of malignant cells.
Releasing drug molecules at their targets with high spatial and temporal accuracy could aid numerous clinical applications which require low systemic damage and low side effects. Nano-carriers of drugs are an attractive solution for such task, allowing specific accumulation in tumors and gradual release of their payload. Here, we utilize gold nanospheres conjugated to Rituximab, an anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody-based drug, for carrying and releasing the drug upon irradiation of specifically tailored femtosecond laser pulses. The released anti-CD20 molecules retain their functionality and ability of triggering the complement-dependent cytotoxicity. This effect comes in addition to cell necrosis caused by the plasmonic nanometric shock waves emanating from the nanospheres and rupturing the plasma membranes. Main advantages of the presented technique include high spatial and temporal resolution, low toxicity and high repeatability and consistency due to the morphological stability of the nanospheres.